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A key countercyclical policy design issue in 2020-2021

We had very good data on the distribution and nature of job loss.

But we had much less information about the degree to which that job loss was translating into hardship.

We were especially lacking high-quality data based on transparent methodologies and widely accepted standards.
Such evidence would have been highly valuable

It would have informed choices about:

The magnitude of benefits (stimulus checks, unemployment and SNAP supplements, rental housing assistance …)

Who should get benefits

When to ease off with temporary measures
A lesson from the pandemic period—“big data” is not the answer without appropriate filtering

I do not think the case has been made that this requires the proposed level of total stimulus. Estimates by Harvard economics professor Raj Chetty and his colleagues suggest that consumer spending by low-income consumers is up more than 13 percent from January 2020 to January 2021, before any new stimulus. Researchers working with data from the JPMorgan Chase Institute find household cash balances have risen across the income distribution during the pandemic.

- Larry Summers (Washington Post) 2/7/21
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If stimulus checks were larger, would people spend more?

Natural starting point: how were the checks that went out in April and May spent?

`tidr: we have no idea 😞 estimates all over the place, afaik no reconciliation. (wonky thread on 3 papers w conflicting results)`
For distributional “aggregate” data to be useful for countercyclical policy making …

It needs to be high-frequency and timely

Preliminary estimates need to have more signal than noise

Particularly in periods of unusual macro activity (do weights based on historical micro data yield accurate estimates around turning points?)

The “units” tracked need to be relevant

Those with “currently low” income in downturns will include rich people who have lost jobs who may be doing just fine
What does this mean for study priorities?

Tim’s instructions:

Pick the ones that you feel are important and say why—any of the below, which are especially important from the organizer’s point of view, or others mentioned in the prospectus:

1. Units -- appropriate and consistent definitions of household, family, and individuals.
2. Treatment of and method(s) used to value in-kind benefits and services, such as health insurance, as well as education subsidies.
3. Treatment of retirement income and contributions (bequeathable/transferable wealth vs. non bequeathable/non transferrable wealth).
4. Treatment of debt
5. Ability to measure transfers of wealth across and within generations
6. Frequency and timeliness of estimates.
7. Quality improvements for relevant data collection programs.
8. Potential for using multiple data sources (public, private, survey, non-survey) to produce linked highest-quality estimates of income, consumption, and wealth for households.
9. Approaches to address legal, administrative, and other barriers to an integrated system of income wealth and consumption data and statistics and secure researcher access to these data.

Considerations:

(1) where risk-sharing is done (households versus individuals), (2) “current poor” versus lifetime poor

Timely important for policy but preliminary estimates would need to be accurate around turning points (this can be tested!)

Seems like it will be essential to bring in estimates from multiple sources to satisfy the above criteria.